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Address Derbigum Energies 
Bergensesteenweg 32 
1651 Lot

Country Belgium

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
DERBIGUM ENERGIES is a team of energy experts, part of the IMPERBEL group since May 2007 DERBIGUM ENERGIES is the perfect interaction
between an accurate experience in energetic solutions and a group recognised internationally for its roof know how for more than 75 years.
DERBIGUM ENERGIES works all over Europe and specially in: Belgium, France, Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Switzerland and Spain. But we are
looking for new opportunities all over the world! For the development of our new membrane DERBISOLAR, an exclusive long lasting roofing
membrane with integrated photovoltaic modules, we have signed a cooperation agreement with the world amorphous modules producer UNISOLAR.
Our main activity is to provide our customers with energy savings and producing solutions, among them photovoltaic Our package consists in: * An
energy audit (if requested by the client) * An audit of the existing roof * A slab lay-out drawing * An offer of a roofing and a photovoltaic company that is
used into our products * A start and coordination plan of the building project * A credit offer from a financial partner * A maintenance contract
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